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Where in New Orleans can you can bathe in Napoleon’s bathtub, step through a time machine, or eat dinner with a
ghost? What religion is even stranger than Voodoo? Why take your laundry to the birthplace of rock ‘n’ roll? What is the
one (delicious!) drink that makes every bartender cringe? There is no denying that New Orleans is more than just another
city . . . she is truly an enigma. New Orleans is a place where struggle gives way to decadence and revelry, moss-dripped
southern oaks whisper tales of dueling and murder, and long-held traditions baffle—and even appall—outsiders. With this
guide, readers can seek out Calas at Elizabeth’s Restaurant and learn how this simple sweet enabled enslaved women
to buy their freedom, see how Hurricane Katrina ravaged a typical home at the Flooded House Museum, and discover
how Josie Arlington, the city’s most famous madam, mocked her dissenters even in death while basking in the beauty of
her ornate tomb in Metairie Cemetery. Secret New Orleans is an intriguing collection of obscure people, artifacts, places,
and menu items that lifts the hazy veil of The Big Easy and unmasks some of its most amazingly true stories, proving to
be valuable reading for visitors and locals alike!
Finally, there is a guide to home networking that was written for true beginners! The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Home
Networking goes far beyond traditional printer or Internet sharing and is geared to help you understand home network
types and concepts, install, configure and interconnect various types of wired and wireless networks. This easy-tounderstand guide will help you achieve the desired goals of entertainment, information access and home security control
with Windows, MacOS and Linux-based systems. Soon you will learn to share and enhance entertainment and even
integrate business network hardware with a home network to exploit telecommuting, work-from-home and remote
education opportunities.
The Eyewitness Travel Guide helps you to get the most out of your trip with minimum difficulties. The opening section
Introducing Paris locates the city geographically, sets modern Parisian its historical context and explains how Parisian life
changes through the years. Paris At a Glance is an overview of the city's specialties. The main sightseeing section of the
book is Paris Area by Area. It describes all the main sights with maps, photographs and detailed illustrations. Get to know
Paris with The Eyewitness Travel Guide. Annually revised and updated with beautiful new full-color photos, illustrations,
and maps, this guide includes information on local customs, currency, medical services, and transportation. Consistently
chosen over the competition in national consumer market research. The best keeps getting better!
CompTIA A+ 220-901 and 220-902 Cert Guide, Academic Editionis a comprehensive guide to the new A+ exams from
CompTIA from one of the leading A+ Certification authors. With over 15 years of experience in developing CompTIA A+
Certification content and 30 years of experience in the computer field, Mark teaches you not just what you need to pass
the exams, but also what you need to know to apply your knowledge in the real world. This book is rich with learning and
exam preparation features: Hands-on lab exercises Real-world test preparation advice This is the eBook edition of the
CCDA 200-310 Official Cert Guide. This eBook does not include the practice exam that comes with the print edition.
CompTIA A+ 220-901 and 220-902 Cert Guide, Academic Editionis a comprehensive guide to the new A+ exams from
CompTIA from one of the leading A+ Certification authors. With over 15 years of experience in developing CompTIA A+
Certification content and 30 years of experience in the computer field, Mark teaches you not just what you need to pass
the exams, but also what you need to know to apply your knowledge in the real world. This book is rich with learning and
exam preparation features: Hands-on lab exercises Real-world test preparation advice This is the eBook edition of the
CCDA 200-310 Official Cert Guide. This eBook does not include the practice exam that comes with the print edition.
Each chapter takes a ground-up approach - starting with the essentials and gradually building to larger, more complex
concepts. Regardless of your level of experience, from beginner to expert, this book helps you improve your knowledge
and skills. Loaded with informative illustrations, photos and screen captures that help readers follow along, the book also
includes access to bonus content including a handy objectives index that maps each test objective to the section of the
book in which that objective is covered. This invaluable tool will help readers be certain that they are ready for test day!
The Academic Edition is ideal for the classroom and self-study that helps you master all the topics on the new A+ 901
and 902 exams, including Motherboards, processors, RAM, and BIOS Power supplies and system cooling I/O, input
ports, and devices Video displays and video cards Customized PCs Laptops, mobile and wearable devices Printers
Storage devices including SSDs Installing, using, and troubleshooting Windows, Linux, and OS X Virtualization
Networking Security Operational procedures and communications methods
Home theaters are getting to be extremely popular among American homes. This modern technology is slowly giving
movie theaters a run for their money. Basic knowledge of home theater system and its basic components may be best for
people who want to bring home relaxation and entertainment. Grab a copy of this ebook today.
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on eBay in such categories as antiques, boats, books, cameras, coins,
collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate, stamps, tickets, and video games.
A consumer guide that integrates shopping suggestions and handy user tips as it describes and rates dozens of digital
electronic products, including cell phones, digital cameras, televisions, computers, video games, and home theater
products.
AV collections in libraries are disintegrating, and their playback equipment is soon to be obsolete. Digitizing can be the
solution to decay and for continued access. • Offers easy-to-understand guidance on how to use digitizing to enable your
library to recoup its investment in outdated but often-expensive AV collections • Discusses use of off-the-shelf and
shareware technology • Covers creation of metadata for discovery layer access • Shows how digitized materials can be
made available over the Internet, making them much more accessible than the physical versions • Presents information
to create a path for future projects and for storage of output information • Shares knowledge that is transferable to media
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other than those discussed in the book
A lively, comprehensive guide to the southern Appalachians, from Virginia's Blue Ridge Mountains to the Monongahela National Forest of
West Virginia. With visitation levels that rival Orlando and New York City, the southern Appalachians draw a huge array of weekenders,
adventurers, and long-term visitors. This book offers historical insight, outdoor adventure, and all the information most travelers need to plan
and enjoy their journey. This guide also serves as an insider's handbook to the nine national parks, offering active travelers the best access
points and trailheads for kayaking, biking, and hiking excursions. In addition, this comprehensive guide to the region includes opinionated
listings of inns, B&Bs, hotels, and vacation cabins; hundreds of dining reviews, from barbecue to four-star cuisine; up-to-date maps; an
alphabetical "What's Where" subject guide to aid in trip planning; and handy icons that point out family-friendly establishments, wheelchair
access, places of special value, and lodgings that accept pets.
Remodelista: The A-Z Guide to Remodeling Your Home is a quick and useful guide to remodeling basics, excerpted from Remodelista.
Remodelista.com is the go-to, undisputed authority for home design enthusiasts, remodelers, architects, and designers. Unlike sites that
cater to all tastes, Remodelista has a singular and clearly defined aesthetic: classic pieces trump designs that are trendy and transient, and
well-edited spaces take precedence over cluttered environments. High and low mix seamlessly here, and getting the look need not be
expensive (think Design Within Reach meets Ikea). Remodelista decodes the secrets to achieving this aesthetic, with in-depth tours and
lessons from 12 enviable homes; a recipe-like breakdown of the hardest-working kitchens and baths; dozens of do-it-yourself projects; “The
Remodelista 100,” a guide to the best everyday household objects; and an in-depth look at the ins and outs of the remodeling process. In a
world of design confusion, Remodelista takes the guesswork out of the process.
In every area of our lives, technology has become a pervasive force. And yet, few understand how much of the technology we use on a daily
basis works. This visual guide presents the most cutting-edge applications of technology, detailing who invented different types of technology,
what they're made of, and the potential applications they have. Advanced topics such as nanotechnology, bionic implants, and pioneering
medical advances are covered in a straightforward way sure to engage all readers in these core STEAM concepts.
A consumer guide integrates shopping suggestions and handy user tips as it describes and rates dozens of digital electronic products,
including cell phones, digital cameras, televisions, computers, and home theater products.
You’ve probably seen home theaters in the pages of home improvement and technology magazines like Electronic House. You may have
even encountered one at the home of a friend or colleague. Perhaps you’ve stopped at a home electronics store and have seen a home
theater there. Have you ever wondered what it takes to create these elegant, high-performing A/V masterpieces? Our Complete Guide to
Home Theater Planning will walk you through the process, step by step. As you’ll learn, creating a home theater requires carefully planning
to get right, some imagination and plenty of time and patience. It’s hard work, but the results can be phenomenal—something that pleases
every member of your family and adds real value to your house. And here’s some really good news: Any room in your house can function
admirably as a home theater, as long as you design the space correctly and select and install the A/V equipment carefully. This book
discusses the pros and cons of the morphing existing rooms into home theaters, as well as building a space from the ground up. The
appropriate types of equipment for each type of space are suggested, and classic mistakes to avoid are divulged. And if being on the cutting
edge is important to you, there’s a complete chapter dedicated to a discussion about the new audio and video trends that are worth
consideration. You can take your theater project a step further by adding features like dimmable lighting, specialty seating, fiber optic “star”
ceilings and more. Although these amenities will add to your bottom line, they’re an effect way to put your own personal stamp on your
theater, making it a space that’s uniquely yours. We’ll introduce you to some of these unique home theaters—both ones that have been
designed and installed entirely by the homeowners themselves and ones that have been created by seasoned home systems professionals.
You’ll gain loads of advice and gather great inspiration for tackling your own home theater project. Good luck and happy home theater
building!
See why the Outer Banks is one of the most unique and cherished places in the U.S. The complete guide to North Carolina's stunning
coast—some of the most beautiful in North America—is better than ever in this revised, updated, and beautifully redesigned edition. Detailed
reviews of lodging, dining, and recreation, plus outfitters, campsites, trails, and point of historic and cultural interest make this book the
indispensable companion to the incomparable Outer Banks region. Renowned travel writer Renee Wright makes it easy to get the very most
out of your journey to this majestic destination. In addition to the overwhelming beauty of North Carolina's shores, the Outer Banks preserves
history and traditions lost to more urban areas of the eastern United States. So, whether it's wild Banker ponies, historic Kitty Hawk, or hidden
beaches that visitors would otherwise never find, the gems of the Outer Banks are yours to discover.
Studies fifty films that illustrate the variety, range, and different categories of the genre.
Information Technology is not just about what applications you can use; it is about the systems you can support. The CompTIA IT
Fundamentals certification is an introduction to the skills required to become a successful systems support professional, progressing onto
more advanced certifications and career success. The Sybex CompTIA IT Fundamentals Study Guide covers 100% of the exam objectives in
clear and concise language and provides you authoritatively with all you need to know to succeed in the exam. Along with gaining
preventative maintenance skills, you will also develop the tools to complete troubleshooting and fault resolution and resolve common issues
experienced by the majority of computer systems. The exam focuses on the essential IT skills and knowledge needed to perform tasks
commonly performed by advanced end-users and entry-level IT professionals alike, including: Identifying and explaining computer
components Setting up a workstation, including conducting software installations Establishing network connectivity Identifying compatibility
issues and identifying and preventing security risks Managing the safety and preventative maintenance of computers Practical examples,
exam highlights and review questions provide real-world applications and uses. The book includes Sybex's interactive online learning
environment and test bank with an assessment test, chapter tests, flashcards, and a practice exam. Our study tools can help you prepare for
taking the exam???and increase your chances of passing the exam the first time!

The Oxford Guide to Effective Writing & Speaking is the essential guide for everyone who needs to communicate clearly and
effectively. It combines practical advice on specific writing and speaking tasks with detailed self-help chapters covering grammar,
spelling, and the writing process itself.
An honest, illustrated, detailed guide to the quintessential American city. Full coverage of all the neighbourhoods, including the
downtown Loop and its prominent skyline, and ethnic enclaves like Greektown and Pilsen, plu ssighs from the Art Institute of
Chicago to the shops on Michigan Avenue and all the Frank Lloyd Wright houses in Oak Park. Listings of restaurants, nightlife and
accomodation cater for all budgets and include places to hear the Chicago Blues and engage in local pastimes such as rooting for
the doomed Cubs baseball team. Tours and excursions to the North Shore are also listed.
What’s the difference between an MP3 and an MP4? How is “electronic” different from “digital”? Where, and what, is the “cell”
in my cell phone? High Definition: An A to Z Guide to Personal Technology provides answers to these and thousands of other
questions about the technology we live with and depend on. With more than 3,000 terms, this dictionary brings together both the
basic and the not-so-basic vocabularies of computers, phones, the Internet, and other information technology found in houses,
offices, backpacks, and pockets. Both the non-technically minded and the tech-savvy will find the explanations and crossPage 2/5
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references helpful, clear, and interesting. The dictionary helps to decipher in straightforward and accessible language the myriad
of confusing terms associated with technology. Buyers can bone up on the technical specifications of electronic products and why
they matter. With more than 500 abbreviations and acronyms, this is an indispensable reference in a world full of technological
shorthand. No other book on the market puts so much information about the technology we use every day into one convenient and
thorough volume.
Let this guide show you why the Outer Banks is one of the most unique and interesting places in the U.S. to visit. The Outer Banks
preserves history and traditions lost to more urban areas of the eastern U.S. Whether it’s wild Banker ponies, historic Kitty Hawk,
or hidden beaches that visitors would otherwise never find, author Renee Wright leads you to her Wright Choices.”
A single-volume how-to reference to a broad range of key subjects features authoritative essays and advice on everything from
personal finance and legal matters to home maintenance and gardening, in a guide that includes thorough indexing and subjects
organized into such categories as Health and Fitness, Food and Drink, Travel, Everyday Science, Home and Garden, and more.
150,000 first printing.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Paris is your in-depth guide to the very best of Paris. The Eiffel Tower and the Louvre are among the
many must-see sights in Paris, but DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Paris will show you so much more. Walk along the banks and
bridges of the River Seine, the tree-lined Champs-Élysées, and the intricate back streets of the Montmartre neighborhood with
your guide in hand to really embrace the culture of the most glamorous and romantic city in Europe. Discover DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Paris. + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination highlights at a glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of
important sights. + Floor plans and guided visitor information for major museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink and dining
specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by area. + Area maps marked with sights and restaurants. +
Detailed city maps include street finder index for easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you understand the
stories behind the sights. + Suggested day-trips and itineraries to explore beyond the city. + Hotel and restaurant listings highlight
DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that
illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Paris truly shows you what others only tell you.
The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Paris is your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world. This fully updated guide will
lead you straight to the best attractions Paris has to offer, whether you are planning visits to the Louvre and other museums of
Paris, a climb up the Eiffel Tower, or just want to go shopping. This guide includes unique cutaways, floor plans, and
reconstructions of the must-see sites, plus street-by-street maps of all the fascinating cities and towns. This new-look guide is also
packed with photographs and illustrations that lead you straight to the best attractions. This uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel
Guide will help you discover everything region-by-region, from local festivals and markets to day trips around the countryside.
Detailed listings will guide you to the best hotels, restaurants, bars, and shops for all budgets, while detailed practical information
will help you to get around, whether by train, bus, or car. Plus, DK's excellent insider tips and essential local information will help
you explore every corner of Paris effortlessly.
The common backyard swingset or treehouse or jungle-gym will never go away, but today's recreational landscape is also likely to
have a full-featured sports court, a putting green, an outdoor kitchen for grown-up entertaining, or a board-game gazebo where the
adults play bridge or mahjongg. Here, in one comprehensive book, are more than 25 complete DIY projects to create play spaces
for family members of all ages--toddlers to old-timers. Also includes a detailed appendix giving rules and dimensions for all the
popular lawn games, such as badminton and croquet. This is an ideal book for consumers traveling less and recreating at home
more.
This step-by-step, highly visual text provides you with a comprehensive introduction to managing and maintaining computer hardware.
Written by best-selling author and educator Jean Andrews, A+ GUIDE TO HARDWARE, Sixth Edition closely integrates the CompTIA A+
Exam objectives to prepare you for the hardware portions of the 220-801 and 220-802 certification exams. The new Sixth Edition also
features extensive updates to reflect current technology, techniques, and industry standards in the dynamic, fast-paced field of PC repair.
Each chapter covers both core concepts and advanced topics, organizing material to facilitate practical application and encourage you to
learn by doing. Supported by a wide range of supplemental resources to enhance learning—including innovative tools, interactive exercises
and activities, and online study guides—this proven text offers an ideal way to prepare you for success as a professional PC repair technician.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Everything you need to prepare for the CompTIA A+ exams CompTIA A+ is the most sought-after certification for PC technicians. This guide
covers every aspect of the required exams 220-801 and 220-802. Fully updated to cover the latest best practices, current software and
hardware, and mobile OSes, this Deluxe guide also includes an exclusive bonus CD featuring additional practice exams, flashcards,
instructional videos, and the entire e-book in ePDF, eMobi, and ePub versions. Includes a coupon for 10% Off CompTIA Certification Exams
Fully updated to cover the latest exams and exam objectives Covers personal computer components, laptops and portable devices, operating
systems, printers and scanners, networks, security, safety and environmental issues, communication, and professionalism Bonus CD
features the Sybex Test Engine with additional practice exams, twice the electronic flashcards as the Standard edition, and eMobi, ePub, and
ePDF versions of the book CompTIA A+ Complete Deluxe Study Guide, 2nd Edition is a complete test-prep guide that will help you pass the
A+ exam with confidence.
Discover the city that never sleeps with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to climb the Statue of
Liberty, walk the High Line or visit a jazz club in Harlem, The Rough Guide to New York City will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink
and shop along the way. Inside The Rough Guide to New York City - Independent, trusted reviews written in Rough Guides' trademark blend
of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get the most out of your visit. - Full-colour maps throughout and a handy city plan - navigate the
backstreets of the Meatpacking District or Brooklyn's artsy Williamsburg without needing to get online. - Stunning, inspirational images Things
not to miss - Rough Guides' rundown of New York's best sights and experiences. - Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help you organise
your trip. - Detailed city coverage - whether visiting the big sights or venturing off the tourist trail, this travel guide has in-depth practical advice
for every step of the way. Areas covered include: the Harbor Islands; the Financial District; Tribeca; Soho; Chinatown; Little Italy; Nolita;
Lower East Side; the East Village; the West Village; Chelsea; the Meatpacking District; Union Square; Gramercy Park; the Flatiron District;
Midtown East; Midtown West; Central Park; the Upper East Side; the Upper West Side; Morning side Heights; Harlem; north Manhattan;
Brooklyn; Queens; the Bronx; Staten Island. Attractions include: the Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art; the Statute of Liberty; the Empire
State Building; 9/11 Museum; Grand Central; Museum of Modern Art; the High Line; the Whitney Museum of American Art. - Listings - honest
and insightful reviews of all the best places to stay, eat, drink and shop, with options to suit every budget, along with the latest on New York's
clubs, live-music venues, theatres, galleries and LGBT scene, plus in-depth sections on the city's sports and outdoor activities, festivals and
events, and children's attractions. - Basics - essential pre-departure practical information including getting there, local transport, the media;
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tourist information; entry requirements and more - Background information - a Contexts chapter devoted to history, books and film.
Luxury you can afford! A custom wine cellar with bistro seating; an elegant den with built-in library walls; an electric steam-room in the master
bath; a billiards room with a fun, retro wet bar; a custom closet as big as a bedroomàhomeowners dream of the special features that set a
home apart and make it extraordinary. Much of the time, though, dreams of luxury go unfulfilled because the pocketbook is out of sync with
aspirations. But in Black & Decker« The Complete Guide to DIY Projects for Luxurious Living, readers discover the bridge over the gap
between dreams and reality -- their own labor. This book is a collection of high-end home improvement projects to give homeowners the
satisfaction and pride of having features normally found only in luxury, designer homes. At a fraction of the cost, any homeowner can create
the kind of features that friends and neighbors will envy, along with the satisfaction of achieving this through their own skills. Complete
directions for more than 30 ôgotta haveö projects More than 600 color photos showing each process step-by-step Features unusual, designer
projects not found in other DIY books
It’s a whole new world for cinematographers, camera assistants, and postproduction artists. New equipment, new methods, and new
technologies have to be learned and mastered. New roles such as that of the DIT (Digital Imaging Technician), Digital Loader, and Data
Manager are integral to today’s motion picture production process. Take your mastery of these new tools, techniques, and roles to the next
level with this cutting-edge roadmap from esteemed author and filmmaker Blain Brown. The Filmmaker’s Guide to Digital Imaging covers
both the theory and the practice, featuring full-color, in-depth coverage of essential terminology, technology, and industry-standard bestpractices. Brown covers new industry-wide production standards such as ASC-CDL and the ACES workflow. Interviews with professional
cinematographers and DITs working on Hollywood productions equip you with knowledge that is essential if you want to work in today’s
motion picture industry, whether as a cinematographer, DIT, Digital Loader, Data Manager, camera assistant, editor, or VFX artist. Topics
include: Digital sensors and cameras The structure of digital images Waveform monitors, vectorscopes, and test charts Using linear, gamma,
and log encoded video files Exposure techniques for HD and UltraHD Understanding digital color Codecs and file formats The DIT cart
Downloading, ingesting, and managing video files Workflow from camera to DIT cart to post Using metadata and timecode The companion
website (www.focalpress.com/cw/brown) features additional material, including demonstrations and interviews with experienced DITs and
cinematographers.
A Do-It-Yourself Guide To Troubleshooting and Repairing Your EASY, comprehensive technology troubleshooter! PCs, smartphones, tablets,
networks, cameras, home theater and more—all in one book! We all use technology—and we all have problems with it. Don’t get frustrated…
and don’t waste money on costly repair or support calls! Solve the problems yourself, with the one guide that makes it easy: The PC and
Gadget Help Desk. Using clear pictures, handy “symptom tables,” and easy-to-use flowcharts, Mark Edward Soper walks you step-by-step
through identifying, solving, and preventinghundreds of today’s most aggravating tech problems. Soper covers all your major platforms:
iPhones, iPads, Android devices, Windows systems, and more. He even helps you fix the weird problems that happen when you use them
together! Regain lost Internet access and fix broken Wi-Fi connections Solve problems with viewing and sharing media or other files Track
down power problems wherever they arise Troubleshoot printing problems and print from smartphones or tablets Fix missing video or audio
on your HDTV or home theater system Get syncing working right on your Apple or Android device Improve your PC’s 3D gaming
performance Identify and replace flaky memory chips Prevent overheating that can damage your equipment Solve common problems with
digital cameras and DV camcorders Troubleshoot iOS or Android antennas, updates, screens, and connectivity Get FaceTime working right
on your iPhone or iPad Troubleshoot eReaders and display your eBooks on additional devices Sensibly decide whether to upgrade, repair, or
replace Mark Edward Soper has spent 30 years as an instructor and corporate trainer, helping thousands of people work more happily with
personal technology. He is the author of PC Help Desk in a Book, and is the co-author of Leo Laporte’s PC Help Desk, as well as more than
25 other books on Windows, digital imaging, networking, the Internet, IT certification, and computer troubleshooting. Soper is a CompTIA A+
Certified computer technician and Microsoft Certified Professional. BONUS ONLINE VIDEOS: Includes access to free, studio-quality how-to
videos that make troubleshooting and repair even easier!
Annotation An arsenal of study aids for anyone preparing to take the CompTIA A+ certification exams, this book is the industry standard in
terms of measuring a technician's hardware and software knowledge. The topics covered include managing hardware, IT troubleshooting and
maintenance, networking, and more.
With this consumer's guide, buyers of home theatre systems will be taken through the technology and components of home entertainment
and learn how they suit their individual needs. Consumers will discover the best components for their needs, how to be a savvy shopper, how
to avoid buying the wrong technology, and how to set up and fine tune a system. In addition, all the technologies behind home theatre are
explained. These technologies include DVD players, audio/video receivers, multichannel speaker systems, high-definition television (HDTV),
and digital satellite systems.

Assists the reader with the purchase, upgrade, and installation of his or her home theatre system. This guide helps the
reader in identifying movies, or enjoying music. After reading this book the reader is able to make educated choices in
the purchase of components and cabling, whether building a system from scratch or adding one piece at a time.
Finding, funding, and using the right films and video equipment can be challenging for history teachers. Did you know
that… The movie Prince of Egypt was banned in Egypt? In the movie Troy, ancient Trojans are shown using llamas that
could only be found in the New World at that time? Oliver Stone’s movie JFK was so controversial that he wrote a whole
book defending it? The movie 300 is based on a comic book and not meant to show historical reality at all? No one in the
West has ever made a major motion picture featuring the life of Vladimir Lenin? Showing movies in the dark can damage
your eyesight? Showing the wrong movie could get you fired or slapped with a heavy fine? There are ways to obtain free
educational films? There are some great books and websites that allow you to learn about the objectionable content and
historical accuracy of a film before you show it to your students? This book helps you get good films that are free from
bias, anachronisms, or objectionable content. There are many great tips on how to use films more effectively in your
classroom and interesting assignments to go with them. Chapter One: The Do’s and Don’ts of Using Films in Your
Classroom 4 Chapter Two: Should I Use a Drama or a Documentary? 9 Chapter Three: Finding the Right Films 11
Chapter Four: Funding Your Film Library 18 Chapter Five: Copyright Issues 25 Chapter Six: Choosing the Right Format
of Films & Equipment 28 Chapter Seven: Anachronisms in Film 35 Chapter Eight: Bias in Film 38 Chapter Nine: Films
with Violence and Bad Language 42 Chapter Ten: Film-related Assignments 44 Chapter Eleven: The Best and Worst
Dramatic Films for History Classes 67 Chapter Twelve: Recent Reviews 73 Chapter Thirteen: Films That I Think Should
be Made 78 Chapter Fourteen: Recommended Reading 82 Chapter Fifteen: Dramatic Films Listed by Historical Era 85
The definitive Sybex guide to A+ certification, fully updated for the latest exams The CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide,
Fourth Edition is your ultimate preparation guide for Exams 220-1001 and 220-1002. Covering 100 percent of the
objectives for both exams, this book gets you up to speed on essential A+ knowledge and skills. Master the critical
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competencies associated with hardware and software, system maintenance, troubleshooting, connectivity, and
more—with practical examples drawn from real-world experience, you’ll develop the skill set employers demand in
today’s IT environment. End-of-chapter reviews help you gauge your progress and stay on track for success, while exam
highlights give you a sneak preview of what to expect on the big day. You also get access to the Sybex online test bank,
featuring electronic flashcards, a searchable glossary, and 4 practice exams to help you study from anywhere, any
time—track your progress and test your understanding with interactive study tools. CompTIA A+ certification is the
industry-leading standard for IT professionals. Hundreds of companies require their computer technicians to hold this
valuable credential. Now in its fourth edition, this revised and updated study guide includes expanded coverage of
virtualization and cloud computing, mobile hardware installation, network security, and more, to reflect the latest changes
in the A+ exam. Providing all the information you need to earn your A+ certification, this invaluable resource will help you:
Master the basics of hardware, software, and peripherals Understand and troubleshoot network connectivity issues Install
and configure Windows, iOS, Android, Apple OSX, and Linux operating systems The CompTIA A+ Complete Study
Guide, Fourth Edition arms you with the tools and knowledge necessary to take your skills to the next level. Whether a
first-time candidate or IT professional in need of recertification, this essential study guide will help you prepare, practice,
and pass with minimal burden and maximum results.
The area "where the West begins" awaits business travelers, vacationers, and new residents, and this thorough,
unsubsidized guide serves as the perfect welcome mat. Maps will assist business travelers in finding their way around
Cowtown, so called because of the sheer number and importance of cattle in the area's history. Self-guided city tours and
suggested day trips will help vacationers explore the cities and their surroundings with a minimum of planning and a
maximum of sightseeing. Listings for hotels, restaurants, and attractions will aid anyone with a zest for the best, while the
chapter devoted to new residents will make moving to the area Texas Monthly calls "Texas' liveliest urban environment"
as painless as possible.
Insiders' Guide to Atlanta is the essential source for in-depth travel and relocation information to the Georgia's largest
city. Written by a local (and true insider), this guide offers a personal and practical perspective of Atlanta and its
surrounding environs.
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